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Abstract 

The purpose of this paper is to address a paradox in e-Government, namely a reputation for failure existing 
alongside an apparent reality of successful implementation. There are frequent and much publicised stories 
and statistics about the high rate of failure in e-government projects. Yet at the same time as there seems to 
be an almost universal adoption of Information and Communications Technologies by governments at all 
levels, local and national. Our approach is to explore e-Government's origins for an explanation, examining the 
issue from a historical perspective to see if there are lessons to be learned about the future development and 
implementation of e-Government.  

This study and analysis addresses the similarities and differences between the present situation and what has 
happened in the past. The aim is to use the perspective of history to comment upon the longer term issues and 
questions which have an impact upon the success and failure of e-Government projects. The study is focused 
on developments in the UK, but with some reference to experiences in the US, Canada and Australia. The bulk 
of the research comes from a library search of government studies and reports, supplemented by informal 
conversations with participants conducted over the last few years.  

We looked at the history of government Information Technology in the UK from its early role automating data 
processing to the point now where it is arguably an indispensable mechanism at the heart of both the 
operation of public administration and the relationship between citizens and government. The analysis 
suggests that the impact and implications of e-Government have evolved beyond improvements to 
operational efficiency and better service delivery. 

The outcomes are a number of observations about the way in which e-Government projects have come to be 
managed and assessed, together with some core questions to be answered by further research and discussion. 
Specifically questions are raised about the strategic nature of e-Government and how their value has come to 
be assessed. We ask whether it is helpful for e-Government to be regarded as a strategic aim as opposed to a 
strategic enabler, and whether the answer the answer contributes to a mistaken view of e-Government's 
success. 
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1. Introduction 

"“The only way to influence the human future is to speak about the past in ways it did not speak of itself." 
Richard Rorty (DeBakcsy, 2015) 

This paper seeks to address a paradox. Literature and conferences abound with statistics and case studies 
describing the high rate of failure in e-government projects, too many to reference here but see my paper to 
ECEG 2012 for a more detailed analysis. (Keefe, et al., 2012). Yet even a cursory analysis of the delivery of 
government services across the industrialised world, as featured widely in conference and journal papers, 
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points towards an almost universal adoption of Information and Communications Technologies by 
governments at all levels, local and national (Schwester, 2011). 

In her introduction to the ECEG 2015 mini track “Practice, Theory and Knowledge” Dr Michaelene Cox points 
out that “most work to date has concentrated on its (E-Government) practice, such as technology adoption 
and diffusion, policy agendas, impacts” (Cox, 2014). E-government is the current topic and the immediate 
issues are practical and applied in nature. It is natural to address research and analysis towards those current 
issues but does this mean that more fundamental questions about the nature of E-government and how they 
might contribute to current issues are not addressed.  

Information Technology has been a factor in government and public administration since WWII when its 
potential to radically improve the way in which data and information could be managed first emerged, with 
the first application in the 1950s when computers were used to collate US census information.  

The years since have seen many e-government initiatives and projects resulting over time in fundamental 
changes to the operation and delivery of government. In this paper we ask: what can be learned about 
delivering digital government from examining what has gone before looked at from the added perspectives 
which hindsight can provide.   

In this paper I will seek to develop a better and fuller understanding of this paradox, if indeed it is a paradox, 
by looking into the roots and origins of e-government in the shape of the adoption of computing and ICT into 
government, and to examine that adoption has evolved through integration and development into the 
situation we find today. The aim is to see if a view from an historical distance can provide a more complete 
picture of the domain. 

The study will focus on the post-war UK government experience but with some reference to the experience of 
other mature industrial democracies. 

2. Definitions 

In their article on E-Government as a field of study Grönlund and Horan provide a useful overview of the 
emergence of E-government applications as well as a valuable set of scoping definitions (Grönlund & Horan, 
2004). This paper will adopt the definition used by the European Union as quoted in the Grönlund and Horan 
paper. 

“E-Government is the use of Information and Communication Technologies in public administrations combined 
with organisational change and new skills in order to improve public services and democratic processes” . 

Elsewhere we will try to use the terminology as it was used in the period being described, for example 
“Computing”, “ICT”, and “IT” but there is no attempt or claim to any precision in this. 

3. Background 

E-government is challenged. In a paper delivered to ECEG 2013 the authors argued that the challenges go 
beyond those experienced in generic IT projects (Keefe, et al., 2012). It may be that they are not project 
management issues at all but relate instead to the nature of the public administration environment. 

The role played by computers and information technology in UK and other Western governments has evolved 
from a data processing role, through operational support functions and moving into service delivery and 
regulatory support activities over the last twenty-five years. As the range and scale of IT integration into 
government has grown, so the range and scale of challenges, problems and failures have also grown. A 
historical analysis of IT in government suggests that both impact and implications go beyond improvements to 
operational efficiency and better service delivery, raising questions about their impact on democratic process 
and decision making.  

Conference papers, journal articles, and books describe E-government successes, but also describe struggles 
and failures. This paper asks whether we fully understand the nature of the task involved in integrating 
Information Technology into the delivery of government and public administration. In this paper we attempt 
to demonstrate that there are valuable lessons to be learned from developing better knowledge and 



 

 

understanding of how the role and importance of Information Technology in government and public 
administration has evolved. The hope in writing this paper is that greater awareness of these wider and more 
fundamental impacts will aid digital government leaders in understanding the nature of, and resolution to the 
challenges they must overcome.  

4. Research Methodology 

The study will focus mainly on developments in the UK, but with some reference to experiences in the US, 
Canada and Australia. The bulk of the research will come from a library search of histories of public 
administration, supplemented with government studies and reports. It will also draw from discussions with a 
small number of participants from within the public administration and from facilitating organisations such as 
management consultancies.  

The research methodology underpinning this paper comprises desk research mixed with a range of discussions 
with a small number of participants from within the public administration and from facilitating organisations 
such as management consultancies.   

5. Findings  

5.1 Historical Research  

This part of the analysis is based upon a number of UK government reports and papers, starting with, and 
concentrating on, one from 1984 and concluding with one from 2011. 

5.1.1 The 1970s and 1980s - before the Internet 

In a 1984 report by the UK National Audit Office looking back over the previous 10 years the authors noted 
that: 

“inadequate project management and insufficient senior staff and user involvement, together with the failure 
to adopt suitable design and development procedures, were major factors in the difficulties encountered in all 
the projects reviewed” (Gordon Downey, Comptrollerand AuditorGeneral, National Audit Office, 1984).  

The study identified four major computing projects which had hit major problems, but they made the point 
there were more. 

 Health Department. A Local Office support system started in 1977 and abandoned in at a cost of 

£18million and none of the hoped for benefits. This must surely be a candidate for one of the first E-

government failures.  

 Manpower Service Commission (MSC) A youth training support system which overshot a budget of £600k 

by £1.2million and rising while only achieving a quarter of the anticipated benefits; 

 HM Stationery Office (HMSO) A publication stock control and distribution support system which was 

running 3 years late in delivering any of the anticipated £2million benefits 

 Lord Chancellor’s Department (LCD) A support system for County Courts which was running 4 years late, 

would at best only deliver £90k of the expected £1.7million savings and which would cease to be cost 

effective if it encountered any further delays.  

There were other computing projects, some of which would now be considered as E-government applications 
using the EU definition. For example, from1978 the Manpower Services Commission, a government agency 
tasked with economic planning and management of the national labour force, experimented with automated 
jobseeker and vacancy matching systems. The First system called CAPITAL was abandoned in 1979 because of 
looming cost overruns, interestingly the software was sold on to a private sector employment agency who not 
only completed its development for their own use but also sold it on to other employment agencies in Europe. 
Again there was a similar pattern, the strategic need for an IT supported service remained and the project was 
resumed, successfully, within five years.    



 

 

While the problems and costs may seem familiar, the response from government managers and the analysis by 
the report authors provides considerable food for thought. In all four cases the Department senior 
management stated that the experience and cost were far from nugatory. The Health Department and MSC 
initiated new projects to replace the failures. Both were successful. The LCD and HMSO reviewed their strategy 
and adopted a new approach to computerising operations based on incremental development of smaller 
systems. (Gordon Downey, Comptrollerand AuditorGeneral, National Audit Office, 1984) 

The report recommendations are interesting in that they did not question the need for the projects, nor did 
they seek to allocate blame or criticise decision makers. Two aspects of the report findings are of particular 
interest. 

Management skills and methods. In all cases the report highlighted issues around the management of the 
human Computing resources as a primary source of problems, but not to blame computing staff. Instead the 
report recognised the need to develop management disciplines and methods appropriate to computing as a 
profession. One outcome was that the Treasury section responsible for computing initiated a number of 
projects aimed at developing a core set of management methodologies and standards.     

Strategic planning The report's authors consistently referred to the need for computer supported projects to 
be planned and managed within a strategic framework, recommendations which were accepted and 
implemented with some enthusiasm, possible because they were backed by HM Treasury. Computer projects 
were seen as a resource to achieve a strategic initiative. Implementing new policy is always challenging, 
involving learning from experience. It is worth bearing in mind that these activities were taking place at a 
period when Strategic Planning was the leading management discipline, a discipline which above all required 
command of information (Mintzberg, 1994; Drucker, 1974).   

5.1.2 The 1990s to 2005 - the Birth of e-Government 

Many writers pinpoint this period as the time when e-government as we now think of it was born with the 
emergence of the World Wide Web together with publicly accessible networking infrastructure (Ho, 2002). In 
the UK developments in IT coincided with a shift in Government thinking about its relationship with its citizens, 
mirroring a similar in the business world with the focus moving to quality of service and re-engineering 
business processes. In the UK this shift manifested itself in moves to make service provision more customer 
focused and for public servants to adopt a more outward looking approach seeking to build a more open 
relationship with citizens. Similar shifts in thinking and public sector behaviour could be seen in Canada, 
Australia and Germany. The tool, if not the driver, was the internet. Other scholars will discuss whether this 
was part of a wider change in society and government (Ramadhan, et al., 2011), but for the e-government 
historian there were two significant developments, both related to the concept of transforming government. 
First was the use of the Web to build a new, more direct relationship with citizenry through the means of 
online consultations. Second was the adoption of a business process view of public service delivery 
underpinned by, and dependent upon, Information Technology. A White Paper titled “Modernising 
Government” described the intention and individual departments then developed strategies and programmes 
under the Information Age Government banner.  

Even before this there was recognition at senior Civil Service levels that the world had changed and that the 
process of governing depended upon IT. An illustration of this was in 1995 when a department newly formed 
from the merger of three previous departments created a project to integrate three core office support 
systems into one, resulting in a single office desktop with 20,000 users serving a workforce of 60,000. The 
integrated system was a mix of operating systems and office applications. It was inherently unstable and 
inevitably the day came when the whole thing crashed. It was restored after three weeks at considerable cost. 
The interesting thing was that the reaction of the Departmental management, official and political, was to say 
that this situation could never be allowed to happen again in the realisation that even at that date a public 
facing government department could not deliver its services and meet its obligations without reliable IT 
support. The result was a strategy and funded programme to build a resilient single departmental IT platform. 
Fits in with HO situation in US talking about the paradigm shift brought about by the growth of IT in 
government provision of services. (Ho, 2002) 

By the new millennium this had been brought together within a single government wide strategy “E-
government – A Strategic Framework for Public Services in the Information Age 2001”. This document 



 

 

identified a range of social aims which could be achieved through the use of online facilities, for example social 
inclusion (e-inclusion) and participation in democracy (e-democracy) among others while public services 
themselves went through a process of modernisation (e-administration). It was at this point that the paradox 
referred to at the beginning of the paper emerged. A later report delivered in 2010 describes how a number of 
these initiatives resulted in dismal and expensive failure. Yet it is undeniable that by 2010 that IT had pervaded 
most if not all aspects of the provision of public services in the UK, the interface with citizens and the 
administration behind it.     

5.2 The Participant Experience 

The contents of this section come from informal conversations with a range people involved in some way in 
Government IT projects over the last 50 years. While they cannot be regarded as having been collected using a 
rigorous research methodology, they are valid as recollections and retrospective opinions from people 
involved at the time.  

A Senior Civil Servant (Grade 5) stressed that it was important to understand that implementing new policy is 
always challenging, and involved learning from experience as a matter of course. Even without computers, 
though he had little experience of such a situation, there were always programmes and activities that did not 
work the first time around, often at great expense. Even though the 1980s were a very difficult period 
economically and politically, especially in the public sector, there was a certain adventure about using 
computers, and there were significant advantages. In particular computers provided an opportunity to 
implement new policies which would not have been considered before because of the need to staff a new 
administrative bureaucracy to support them. Computer systems meant new programs could be integrated into 
existing local and regional offices, though it was often not as straightforward as we had hoped. 

Another said: 

“The great thing about using computers in our work was that they allowed us to do so much more with 
information. Even if they did not do some of the things we had been promised, they always seemed to open 
up new opportunities.” 

For an IT manager in the 1990s the important thing was not to lose sight of what was important to the 
Department, essentially the need to satisfy the political will. "The reason they got in trouble (referring to a 
major IT project which had recently been cancelled) was that the politicians could no longer understand what 
the project was there to achieve." 

An IT manager from an earlier period had a different viewpoint saying that in many ways it was much less 
complicated in that IT, or Computing, was not part of the main policy and administrative functions. Computing 
staff were told what was needed and then expected to get on with it. The interviewee described a general 
situation where there was great pressure on deadlines and budgets but without anyone in a senior operational 
management position feeling confident or competent enough to tell Computing departments how to do the 
job. In effect the systems were built and delivered on the basis that front office operations would be adapted 
to make them fit. This changed during the 90s when computing had to get involved in the business, and the 
business had to get involved in computing. In comparing the autonomy of these early years with today's more 
inclusive approach to managing IT the interviewee's opinion was summed up “The end result was much the 
same.” 

Finally, a private sector consultant from one of the big four consultancy firms commenting on the process of 
developing an organisation wide, business led Information Systems strategy observed that in his experience 
public sector senior managers were much more prepared to tolerate IT failures than their private sector 
counterparts as long as they could see a way forward in meeting their business objectives. They were also 
more willing to use IT projects as an arena in which to battle for competing objectives. 

Perhaps the most striking thing emerging from these discussions was the feeling of opportunity arising from 
the introduction computers into working lives.  

 

 



 

 

6. Discussions 

So what lessons have been learned from this brief retrospective investigation?  

Successive UK governments in those formative decades focused decisions on achievement of political and 
social aims and appear to have accepted that Information Technology solutions were not always achieved at 
the first attempt. It might be argued that such tolerance is an expense that cannot be accommodated in the 
austerity era following the 2007 financial crash, but it is worth remembering that the UK, along with other 
industrialised countries, was in a similar if not worse economic position during the 1970s and 80s.  

The lessons learned focused on the manner in which Information Technology was managed, with a strong 
emphasis on developing an IT specific management discipline. As a result both the UK and the US government 
championed the development of IT professional behaviour, management methods and standards such as 
PRINCE IT project Management and ITIL standards. Ironically these methods, which have proved their value on 
a global scale, were picked out as a major cause of IT project failure by the writers of the 2010 Fatal Error 
report.   

In the UK Information Technology was firmly embedded as part of the public service infrastructure by the early 
1990s. Threats to quality of service were still an issue, but by the early 2000s the evidence from services such 
as those delivering online health advice (NHS Direct), and online lifelong learning opportunities (UfI 
Learndirect) for example was that the newer technology enhanced the quality and scope of public service 
delivery.  Comparison of the experience of local administrative staff in the UK with those described in the 
admittedly much more thorough study by Kersten Grunden (2012) in Sweden suggests a significant difference 
of attitude among those having to work with new e-government systems. Grunden describes a situation where 
office staff lacked confidence and experience in the use of e-government systems, favouring more traditional 
paper based administrative processes and being concerned that the quality of service would be diminished 
(Grunden, 2012).   

7. Future Research Questions    

Perhaps the first thought is, have we all got it wrong, that there is no such thing as “e-government”. Certainly 
there is “E”, the ubiquitous presence of Information Technologies and the Internet within the machinery of 
government, the provision of public services and the relationship between government and governed; and 
there is government. But maybe they are two different concepts, one a tool, the other a purpose. Looking back 
on the evolution of e-government in the UK one might ask how it is that Information and Communications 
Technologies which were seen as a means for achieving effective delivery of public services, can have become 
the desired end in themselves. In their article Davison, Wagner and Ma identified a number of governments 
adopting e-government as a strategic objective rather than a means to achieving political or social objectives. 
Now it may be that the intention was to identify the strategic importance of e-government in the achievement 
of wider social, economic and political aims but the suspicion is that government decision makers are confused 
about this (Davison, et al., 2005), and this could be a potentially dangerous confusion. 

Richard Heeks (2006) argues that individual Public Sector organisations cannot have objectives as such, but 
instead have within them individuals and groups with multiple objectives (Heeks, 2006). This may help explain 
how and why e-government as we know it today has evolved from its origins as an enabling resource to 
becoming a strategic aim in its own right, as it may be the best way of ensuring its importance and potential is 
recognised amongst the many other strategic objectives at play. It does though pose the question whether e-
Government has lost sight of its purpose as an enabler, or perhaps the point is that e-Government has come to 
be so much more than just an enabler that it is indeed a strategic aim to achieve. Whatever the answer, clarity 
is needed. A question which could be posed is, has a mistaken understanding of e-Government contributed to 
a change in the way government decision-makers judge success and failure in IT projects? That is, has the 
viewpoint displayed in the 1980s UK that successful innovation in the use of ICT in government is a process of 
learning through experience changed to one where the first reaction is to attach the label of failure to the 
whole project because the “E” element has not lived up to expectations? This question has particular 
relevance in the UK where several large but challenging projects appear to have been judged on the merits of 
their IT solutions rather than their progress towards achieving national strategic objectives. The National 
Health Service “Connecting for Health” is one example where the IT element was certainly projected as the 



 

 

scapegoat for delay and soaring budget, though it does appear that some elements of the programme will be 
continued.    

A further question is whether the judgement of success or failure is based too much on the assumption that e-
Government projects are similar in scope and complexity to reputedly successful private sector IT projects. 
Certainly UK governments have consistently sought to apply lessons and good practice from the private sector 
but it appears from the reports quoted earlier that until 2011 there was a prevailing view that many 
government projects sought to take IT into new territory in terms of scale and complexity. The Fatal Error 
report (Institute for Government, 2011) signalled a marked change in attitude with its recommendations for 
managing government IT being rooted firmly in the belief that what works for Private Sector IT must work for 
Government. It is my view, discussed in an earlier ECEG paper (Keefe, et al., 2013), that this is at best a 
dangerous assumption as it risks losing the value of learning from experience and inhibiting innovation. 

The diagram below summarises findings and demonstrates the historical flow from the introduction of 
computing into government through to its emergence as e-Government. It finishes with a question mark for 
the future, asking whether, for the UK at least, innovation and leadership in the use of IT as a transformative 
tool is on the point of being abandoned and whether IT is now seen as little more than a resource which needs 
to do better. 

 

 

Figure 1 From Computing to e-Government 

 

8. Conclusions 

This brief history of the evolution of e-Government in the UK has identified two themes. The first is the 
development of IT Strategy within the UK public sector and describes the evolution from a set of enabling and 



 

 

management approaches in support of policy business objectives to the point where the technology has 
become the strategic aim in its own right. At some point during the emergence of e-Government during the 
1990s and early 2000s there has been what Ho describes as a Paradigm Shift in how e-Government is 
perceived (Ho, 2002).  

The second is the attitude towards success and failure where again there appears, with hindsight anyway, to 
have been a shift, in this case from tolerance of problems as lessons learned, to a position where Government 
IT, and that includes e-government, is expected to work first time.   

There are many questions and issues left to explore, and perhaps very few answers. When starting this paper 
we set out to see what answers, if any, a short and geographically limited history of this topic could provide. 
Answers are few. What we believe history has been able to do is identify questions which need to be answered 
if the full potential of e-Government is to be realised.   
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